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The Express Folding Workbench allows you to create a workspace anywhere in under 3 seconds. It is compact and easy to
maneuver around a jobsite or garage and nicely folds for compact storage. The large work surface with holes throughout allow for
easy clamping during difficult projects. Its metal legs support 1,000 lbs of weight, great for those heavy-duty projects.
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Reviews WRITE A REVIEW

FEATURES & SPECS

FEATURES

Versatile clamping – compatible with trigger clamps, allowing to carry out all clamping applications

Quick setup and folding - less than 3 seconds!

Metal legs support up to 1000 lbs

Large work surface enables various user applications

Opening handle can be use as tool hanger

Folding product allows compact storage

FEATURES & SPECS USER REVIEWS

5 out of 5 (100%) reviewers recommend this product

  6 Reviews★★★★★★★★★★ 4.3
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Review 1
Votes 7

NC, United States

Age 45 to 54

Bought this at Home Depot last month and have used it
regularly off site and in my workshop. It is easy to fold,
set up, transport, and carry--the instant up feature works
very well. Solid when it is set up. The DeWalt clamps
work great, especially the larger ones with the removable
ends that allow you to fit them into the many holes in the
table. All other clamps work in the large X in the center of
the table; the plastic top is very thick so the clamps work
much better in the precut holes and X than on the sides.
Clamps hang handily on the opening handle when not in
use, and the 9' DeWalt tape measure affixes magnetically
to the metal leg of this table. Thought DeWalt might have
some accessories for this table--it would seem a logical
centerpiece for a work table system--but haven't seen
any yet. Had been looking at a variety of other tables
when I saw this one; I like the design of this and would
certainly buy it again.

What retailer did you purchase this tool from? The
Home Depot
How often do you use this product? Two or more
times a week

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Quality of Product

Value of Product

Ease of use

Effectiveness

Durability

Helpful? Yes · 7 No · 0 Report

Reviews 2
Vote 1

San Francisco

Age 55 to 64

Trade Advanced DIY

Experience Advanced
Do It Yourself (DIY)

Needed a bench/table that was portable and didn't cost
and arm and a leg to put a Table Top Wet Saw on.

Over the last few weeks I've beat on and drowned this
table a dozen times and it still works flawlessly. I even did
a little Demo/Review video of this table.

I've see a lot of reviews on this table/bench and most of
the "complaints" in my opinion are from expecting way
too much from a light weight portable table.

If you try to put a big portable table saw on this and start
ripping 4x8 sheets of plywood, you'll likely be
disappointed Likely the same with trying to use a hand

Quality of Product

Value of Product

Ease of use

Effectiveness

Durability

? ≡
1–6 of 6 Reviews   Sort ▼

hstnnn · 7 months ago  

Sturdy, Portable, Versatile

★★★★★★★★★★

gWebberArts · 24 days ago  

Good bench for the price

★★★★★★★★★★
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disappointed. Likely the same with trying to use a hand

plane, but then again I'm betting these people didn't
think to try putting a couple sand bags on the leg cross
bar.

What retailer did you purchase this tool from? The
Home Depot
How often do you use this product? Two or more
times a week

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 1 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Vote 1

Sudbury, ON, Canada

Age 18 to 24

Trade Mechanical /
Plumbing

Experience Advanced
Do It Yourself (DIY)

I bought this table about 2 months ago. I used it a few
times and it started with this issue. They state this is a 3
second set up time for this table and it is but for whatever
reason my table doesn’t want to open. I have to push the
button and pull the handle a stupid amount of times
before it springs open. I’m sure it’s just a defect and I am
hoping dewalt will replace it at no charge. I’m a
Milwaukee fan but since milwaukee didn’t have this I
bought it but I’m not happy with how this table is
performninv right now. Please make it right dewalt!

What retailer did you purchase this tool from? The
Home Depot
How often do you use this product? Two or more
times a week

Quality of Product

Value of Product

Ease of use

Effectiveness

Durability

Helpful? Yes · 1 No · 2 Report

Review 1
Votes 2

Age 55 to 64

Trade Woodworking

Experience Intermediate

Wow, is this nice. Very sturdy and yet lightweight. Opens
and closes in seconds. Holes in the table top are a nice
feature so you can clamp your work Down. I liked it so
much I bought another one.

What retailer did you purchase this tool from? The
Home Depot
How often do you use this product? Weekly

✔ Y I d thi d t

Quality of Product

Value of Product

Ease of use

D159 · 7 months ago  

Great table but legs suck

★★★★★★★★★★

Fluffy · 8 months ago  

Nice table I bought this product at Home Depot

★★★★★★★★★★
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✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Effectiveness

Durability

Helpful? Yes · 2 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 2

Riverside CA

Age 55 to 64

Trade Woodworking

Experience Advanced
Do It Yourself (DIY)

I bought this workbench 2 weeks and I'm really
impressed. Opens easy and very sturdy.

What retailer did you purchase this tool from? The
Home Depot
How often do you use this product? Two or more
times a week

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Quality of Product

Value of Product

Ease of use

Effectiveness

Durability

Helpful? Yes · 2 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 0

mountains

Age 65 or over

Trade General Builder /
Remodeler

Experience
Construction
Professional

I like the idea behind this workbench. It is compact and
reasonably light. For me, there is too much sway back
and forth, and side to side when this is upright. The
notion that Dewalt trigger clamps can be used with this
to hold down a workpiece is attractive. Unfortunately,
there is really very little on the belly of the table top for a
clamp to grip. At the most, your clamp will grab a fin of
the plastic webbing underneath. Perhaps we are best
served by clamping at the edges of the table, where the
plastic is beefy both top and bottom. As other reviews
have noted, I too cannot get the table to open up without
a bit of help by pulling the legs out manually. A good
product for basic rough work, but not terribly stable for

Quality of Product

Value of Product

Ease of use

Effectiveness

Durability

RaiderAL55 · 4 months ago  

Excellent work bench

★★★★★★★★★★

Kapitan · 3 months ago  

Plastic top, flimsy legs, at least it stores flat.

★★★★★★★★
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hand planing or other activities that require a secure work
surface. Would have been nice of Dewalt to provide (or at
least make available) pegs that fit into the table's holes to
keep materials in place. Yes, will maybe hold 1000
pounds, only if the weight is evenly distributed across the
work surface. There are little warning icons stamped into
the product to illustrate this. I think this workbench would
have been a better value if the silly holes were either
executed better or simply abandoned in favor of a
stronger top and sturdier base.

What retailer did you purchase this tool from? The
Home Depot
How often do you use this product? Bi-weekly

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report
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